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Every time you give online shopping a try, do you crave for a free delivery? Well, chances are high
that most online shoppers would be answering this question with a yes. After all, online shopping
complements convenience and comfort and getting the products shipped at your door without any
charge certainly adds to the appeal. With online shopping becoming a craze among millions across
the world, online stores are coming to terms with the concept of delivering products without any
shipping charge. This idea is incorporated to the marketing technique only to attract more
consumers to their sites and signify the essence of online shopping.

Free Shipping â€“ Exploring the Concept

What is free delivery? Well, if this question tends to pop up in your mind then, here is the answer.
Usually, this refers to transaction where products are delivered at your doorstep without any extra
charge. Alternatively, some online stores also thrive on the idea of delivering your products prior to
making any payments.

The concept of delivering goods for free is essentially termed as an addition to the borrowerâ€™s credit
on the securities and involves the risk of non-payment. Delivering goods for free is nothing, but a
marketing technique that is primarily incorporated by online vendors as sales approach to attract
and appeal the consumers to the online world of shopping.

Online Shopping and Free Delivery â€“ The Connection

Online shopping stores are known to take advantage of simple sales strategies and models in
comparison to the traditional stores. The online shopping stores with its unique storage policy at
warehouse location coupled with the policy of delivering goods directly to the consumers
significantly cuts down on the transportation needs. This cut down on transportation needs applies
on the aspect of both the consumers (no need to travel to stores) and vendor (no need to ship
goods to the stores).  In addition, the worldwide access of Internet makes the competition easier for
the online stores who can deal with only a few warehouse locations.

The simple marketing strategy of incorporating free delivery into their mode of operation makes it
easier for online stores to record maximum profit margins at lower costs. The model of â€œup-front
pricingâ€• reflecting the low pricing of the goods attracts the consumers largely. Since, the online
vendors are responsible for making shipping arrangements the decision of offering a free shipping
of goods to consumers are solely left to them.
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